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At Pioneer Village School, we strive to provide an education that meets the needs of
all children. Our goal is to have all our students fulfil their potential – regardless of
their starting point. With this in mind, we endeavour to provide best-practice,
differentiated programs that meet the needs of all individuals.
When you join our community, you’ll find that Pioneer Village School is a positive
and supportive one. Positivity ensures the growth of our students’ sense of wellbeing. It also develops their ability to celebrate not only their own, but the
achievements of others.
Pioneer Village School is big enough to provide a variety of learning opportunities,
but at the same time, is small enough to ensure we know all of our children. Our
students learn in predominantly multi-age groupings and we pride ourselves on the
education and experiences we are able to provide our students.
I would love to welcome you to take a tour of the school with me or simply get in
touch to learn more about us.

Louise Lont
Principal
Pioneer Village School

Contacts
Address:
School Telephone:
Email:
Website:

7 Albany Highway, Armadale, WA 6112
9399 6999
reception@pvs.wa.edu.au
www.pvs.wa.edu.au

Facebook:
SkoolBag:

Download our free school app for both
android and apple devices

School Hours
School commences: 8:30am
Recess: 10.40-11:00am
Lunch: 1:10 - 1:40pm
School ends: 3.00pm (2:50pm for K3 & K4)
Office Hours: 8:00am - 4:00pm
Kindergarten and Pre-Primary students must be collected from
their classroom. If you will not be collecting them, please advise
the teacher who will be.

Term Dates
Please refer to our website for our Term Dates:
www.pvs.wa.edu.au
Teacher Development Days
Teachers, like students, are lifelong learners and therefore
Professional Development days are extremely important. During
these days teachers engage in a variety of specialised training,
formal education or professional learning aimed at improving
knowledge, competence, skill and effectiveness.
Students are not required to attend on these days.

Enrolment Information
At Pioneer Village School, we keep the enrolment process simple and
transparent. We have an interview system which enables families to
take a tour of the school, discuss the importance of upholding school
values, and discuss expectations as well as any concerns regarding
their child.
Step 1: Apply
Complete the application form on our website, or come in and collect
an enrolment pack. Fill in your child’s details, submit with the
associated documentation and an application fee of $60.
Step 2: Interview
Once the required documentation has been received you will be
contacted and an interview will be arranged. We contact families
from our waitlist based on their original application date, with
siblings of existing students having priority.
Step 3: Placement Offer and Acceptance

School Vision and Mission
Vision:
Pioneer Village School embraces traditional values while
incorporating modern, best-practice and individualised learning
approaches where students are supported to succeed.
Mission:
Our vision will be realised through a caring, inclusive culture where
excellence in education inspires a love of learning and supports
students to achieve their goals.

The Keeping Safe: Child
Protection Curriculum
The Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum (KS:CPC) is an evidence based, best practice
curriculum developed collaboratively with child protection experts, teachers, educational
leaders and other professionals. This curriculum is used by a range of Australian and
International schools and is the recommended curriculum in Western Australia.
The KS:CPC is divided into 5 documents specific to the age and year level of the student.
There are an additional three documents for educators working with students:
• from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds
• from cultural or linguistically diverse backgrounds
• with disability and additional needs.
The KS:CPC is predicated on two main themes which are presented through topics and
activities of increasing complexity.
The two KS:CPC Themes are:
• Theme 1: We all have the right to be safe
• Theme 2: We can help ourselves to be safe by talking to people we trust.
The two KS:CPC Themes are explored through four Focus Areas, which are examined in
growing complexity in accordance with the age of the students.
The four KS:CPC Focus Areas are:
• Focus Area 1: The right to be safe
• Focus Area 2: Relationships
• Focus Area 3: Recognising and reporting abuse
• Focus Area 4: Protective strategies
The teachers delivering the program have received explicit training in the use of the
Curriculum. The KS:CPC has been developed to ensure that effective abuse prevention
programs are implemented, and that all children and young people have access to the
approved child protection curriculum.
Although parent permission is not required under the Education Act 1972, we encourage
parents/carers to seek further clarification if required and to provide the teacher with any
relevant information about their child that could alleviate any concerns. More information
can be found on the DECD Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum site and I highly
recommend all families spend some time reading through the content:
http://tiny.cc/DECD-KSCPC.

Student Placement
Multi Age Grouping
The school has a strong commitment to MAG groupings and have as
research has highlighted many benefits for both teachers and
children. Benefits include more holistic, child-responsive curriculum
practices that consider the understandings, capabilities and
dispositions that children need for future work, e.g. working in
diverse environments that seek workers who are multi-skilled,
literate, cooperative, creative, adaptable, independent and
resourceful.
Pioneer Village School teachers are well versed in evaluating,
planning, and teaching students as a whole class regardless of age.
The capacity for peer teaching is also increased and students are able
to provide and share learning across age levels.
Placements are at the discretion of Administration.

Kindergarten
Kindergarten is the first year of schooling in Western Australia and
while not compulsory we highly recommend you enrol your child. A
focus in Kindergarten is on language and literacy and developing
an early understanding of letters, sounds and rhyming words. They
also learn that pictures can tell stories, how written words can be
read, and how spoken sounds can be written down.
The social and emotional development of your child is a very
important part of learning. Learning through play teaches your child
about making friends, sharing and taking turns, becoming problem
solvers and creative thinkers, all while developing coordination and
confidence. Purposeful play activities include cutting, painting, gluing,
drawing, dressing up, sand play, climbing, storytelling, singing and
dancing.
At PVS, our 3 year old Kindy students attend one full day each week
and 4 year olds attend 3 days a week. Although kindy is not
compulsory, once enrolled it is expected that a child will attend
regularly, and in full school uniform.

House Groupings
Pioneer Village School has four Houses; Dale, Forrest, Jull and Ellis.
Students are placed in a House at enrolment. Family members are
placed in the same House. House shirts and reversible sunsmart
hats can be purchased at the uniform store and are to be worn
when instructed.
Students are not permitted to wear House Shirts on school
excursions or when representing the school.

Library Books and Bags
All students are encouraged to borrow books from the school
library. Students will often select books to read themselves but
may select more challenging books for parents to read to them.
Library bags in which to transport their book to and from school
must be brought to school on Library days. Students will be made
aware of library days at the beginning of each year. If a student
damages or loses a library book, the parent will be responsible for
replacement costs.

Assemblies
Assembly occurs every second Friday afternoon from 2.15pm in the
Assembly hall. Special assemblies, including the Easter Bonnet and
Book Week Parade are whole school events.
Parents are welcome to attend all assemblies.
CERTIFICATES
Different types of certificates are presented at each assembly.
Certificates are awarded based on effort, behaviour and results and
each students may not receive a certificate in any given year.

Security and Emergencies
Grounds/Security
Once students have arrived at school for the day they are not
permitted to leave the school grounds unsupervised for any reason.
Parents are requested to remind students school grounds are out of
bounds before school hours.
Evacuation/Emergency Procedures
Pioneer Village School has clear emergency management procedures
and regularly practice whole school drills.
If the alarm is raised all visitors to the school must report to and stay
with the closest classroom teacher. It is essential all visitors to the
school, including parents, sign in. This allows us to account for
everyone on site in the case of an emergency.

Mobile Phones
Students may have mobile phones for a variety of reasons. The
following rules apply.
• Mobile phones are to be turned off immediately when the student
arrives at school.
• Mobile phones are to be handed in at the front office before
the student goes to their class in the morning and collected in the
afternoon.
• Mobile phones may be turned on once the student has been
dismissed at the end of the day.
• Any student who disregards the above, who makes
inappropriate text or voice calls; or takes photos or video
images whilst on school premises will forfeit the right to have a
phone at school. Further consequences may also be applied.
• Phones will be confiscated in the instances described above
and returned only to the student’s legal parent or guardian.
• No responsibility will be taken by the school for phones lost or
stolen.

ACCIDENTS, ILLNESS AND
MEDICAL EMERGENCY
Where possible, parents will be notified immediately if students
become ill or are seriously injured at school. It is essential that family
information on the school computer system is accurate and up to
date to enable this emergency contact. The school staff are not
permitted to administer most medications and may only administer
limited first aid. This makes ensuring the school has your current
contact information vital to your child’s wellbeing.
If you receive a phone call from the office advising your child is sick
and requesting you collect them from school, please first report to
the office and sign your child out. Teachers will not release students
who have not signed out.
Should an ambulance be required, parents will be required to cover
the cost.

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
Please ensure all medical conditions are made known to the
school office. If a student has a medical condition or allergy which
may require emergency treatment, an Emergency Action Plan is to be
completed.
Please contact the Reception for this to be arranged.
For serious medical conditions parents must provide the school
with written details of the condition including treatment. A form for
this is available from the office. Depending on the severity of the
ailment an interview with the Administration may be required prior
to enrolment. This information must be constantly updated to
ensure the school has the most current information and contacts

SCHOOL BOARD AND P&F
The School Board endorses and reviews the School Development
Plan, monitors the School Budget, sets the Voluntary Contributions
level and involves itself in relevant policy areas. School Board
elections are held each year.
The P&F is an active group of parents who meet regularly at
school. Please consider if you are able to be involved with this group
as strong parent participation is a key to the ongoing success of the
students and the school.

ATTENDANCE / ABSENCES
An explanation for all absences is required, and medical clearances
in the case of infectious diseases. If your child is absent without the
school being notified you will receive an SMS advising you
of their non attendance. You are able to advise the school of the
reason for the absence by:
• SkoolBag
• Calling the school on 9399 6999
• Using the school email address
• Responding to a text
In the event of a prolonged absence, please notify the front office
and follow up with a written note.
If you are leaving Pioneer Village School please advise the school in
writing a full term before departure. Non-compliance will result in a
term’s ‘insufficient’ fees notice.

HOME LEARNING
Daily reading is the cornerstone of our approach to home learning.
Parents are encouraged to assist their children with learning at
home. A formal, prescriptive and assessed program is not required
for home learning to be beneficial. Teachers will provide advice to
parents regarding shared home activities that will enhance their
child’s learning.
This may include the following:
• Passion projects
• Spelling
• Tasks to develop lifelong hobbies
• Outdoor experiences
• Research based tasks
• Research
• Occasional tasks

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
Where there is a separation in the family and one or both parents
have custody of the child/children, the school must be made aware
of custody details. Official documents relating to this should be
made available to the school. All such information is confidential.
Without official court documentation both parents have equal access
to the child concerned.

CONTACT DETAILS
Parents are reminded of the importance of providing the school with
current contact information. Families will be asked to update contact
details at the beginning of each school year, however if changes
occur during the year please advise the front office either in person,
by emailing reception@pvs.wa.edu.au or by using the Change of
Details eForm on the SkoolBag app.
It is important that current contact details are provided for more
than one person. If the office needs to contact you for any reason,
they will first try the person designated Contact 1, then work down
the list until they are able to contact someone.

INTERNET POLICY
Whilst at school all students access and use the internet under
supervision. Parents are required to sign a permission form which is
part of the enrolment process. Students who breach this process
may lose their right to use this resource.
Students will be asked to read through, and sign, a Internet/Computer
Use Contract with their parents. Teachers will thoroughly explain the
contract, as well expected behaviour and attitude, when using
devices prior to sending the document home. Consequences many
be applied to those who break the usages rules.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PERMISSION
Parents are requested to complete a form allowing their child's
image to be used. This image may be a photograph or video that will
be used outside the school community. This form will be completed
as a part of the enrolment process.
We understand parents will want to take photos of their children at
various school events but we ask parents to follow societal protocols
and not take unnecessary photos of other children, nor
share photos on social media that include other children.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
All Pioneer Village School community members are committed to
ensuring a safe, positive and inclusive environment where everyone
has the right to be respected and have a responsibility to respect
each other
Students, staff, parents, caregivers and the wider community have
the right to a safe and supportive learning environment.

MINIMISE NUTS PLEASE
We ask that parents do not provide their children with peanut butter
or food products that contain nuts. A number of our children are
seriously allergic to nuts and handling or even smelling nuts can
create allergic reactions. Sharing of lunches is not allowed, but at
times children may share their recess or lunch packs without teacher
knowledge, and this could result in serious medical consequences for
some children.
Please be aware that on birthdays and special occassions we do have
shared “snacks”. We do ask parents supply nut free products but this
cannot be guaranteed. If your child has any allergies please ensure
you have notified the staff and please bring in alternative foods for
your child. These foods can be stored in the staffroom or classroom.

CAMP AUSTRALIA
Before School Care is available at the school from 7:00am to 8:50am
daily.
After School Care is available from 3:00pm to 6:00pm daily during
each term.
The company running the program is Camp Australia, please discuss
your enrolment needs with the Camp Australia staff.

UNIFORM
Students are expected to be groomed according to school policy, and dressed
in correct school uniform which must be maintained in good condition.
Parents are expected to advise the school teacher when their child is not in
appropriate uniform.
Please note the following:
• An explanation letter is required if your child is not in correct uniform
• The uniform should always be presentable, particularly when on excursion,
for the annual school photo, and to and from school
• Sports hats are to be worn daily at school all year round
• Dress school shoes should be kept polished
• Unless otherwise advised, students are to wear Dress Uniform on excursions
• Sport shoes are to be cross-trainer running shoes (sneakers). Coloured
runners are acceptable. However skate shoes, high top basketball-style shoes,
alternative sport shoes to runners and those with built-in wheels, lights or
other accessories are not to be worn at PVS
• Hair is only to be temporarily dyed for special events such as sport carnivals,
dress up days and special performances, and must be washed out for the
following school day. Hair that is below collar length must be tied up for health
and hygiene purposes. Hair is not to be bleached
• One pair of sleepers/studs on ears only and wrist watches are accepted items
• No nail polish
• School bag – navy blue. Must include school crest.

Drop Off Zone
The Drop Off Zone is designed to ease the flow of traffic within our
school carpark.
It is to be used only by parents of students from Years 2-6 for
morning and afternoon collection.
To ensure the safety of younger students, parents are required to
reverse park in the Village’s top car park and escort their children to
and from class.
All Students not using the Drop Off Zone should be collected from
their classrooms at the end of the day.
Drop Off Zone Instructions

